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With dismay and great sadness we lament the unforeseen death of our very special personal friend Sascha Potapov. We met in London in 1997 after his very remarkable lecture as an invited guest speaker. I was really impressed by his great clinical neurotraumatological knowledge and experience in the difficult assessment and intensive care treatment / neurorehabilitation of Brain injured with so-called permanent vegetative syndrome (PVS). Prof. Bryan Jennett, who has coined this term “PVS” was Guest of Honour. In fact, this very special symposium turned out to be trend-setting for further scientific discussion and clinical practice in the PV syndrome. This international scientific discussion round was organized on invitation of Prof. Dr Keith Andrews, Director of Medical and Research Services, Hospital for Neuro-disability in Putney for severe head injury London, whom we later met again in Moscow as a consultant of Prof. Potapov alongside other international neurotraumatology specialists, like Prof. A.L. Christensen, Copenhagen, who had worked before and published with neuropsychologist Prof. A.L. Luria at the Burdenko Institute, Prof. T. Kanno FHU Nagoya and Prof. Y. Katayama, Tokyo, both world leaders in functional electrical brain-stem stimulation. In the following years I was grateful for his willing and active scientific support in the publication of the EFNS Guidelines (see personal ref.: 2-4 attached hereby).

In the following years, Prof. Potapov had purposefully perfected his English in a short time; he had a lasting impact as a neurotraumatologist not only on the WFNS activities but also Russian and European societies. European and World Academies for multidisciplinary neurotraumatology, EMN and AMN both, of which he became a
deserving honorary member, and the German Academy of Neurosurgeons (GANS). For more than two decades, Our EMN owes especially to Prof. Potapov, immediately after its establishment, the hoped-for opening and personal, now so fruitful scientific cooperation and exchange in Central and Eastern Europe and the hoped-for reconciliation with our Russian colleagues.

For more than two decades, my friend Sascha shaped scientifically as a personality and a knowledgeable neurotraumatologist our EMN and AMN, generously supported by his mentor and boss, Prof. A. Konovalov, EMN honorary member. In particular, with him as Congress president at his 6th EMN Congresses 2001 at Burdenko, assisted by his EMN colleagues, became an exemplary, trend-setting milestone for me and all international participants, characterized by great expertise and outstanding personal hospitality. A really unique, unforgettable memory in a lifetime! Thanks to his high reputation, he kept opening new doors for me in the neuroscience of his country with interesting encounters, namely in Moscow and St. Petersburg. And he showed us, supported by his wife Dr. Matrina, the cultural assets and beauties of his homeland on special excursions. It was a pleasure and always new inspiration for me when we met and exchanged friends at international congresses around the world. I would like to remind you in particular of the private tours he arranged, for example his multi-day high-ranking international neurotraumatological symposium on a Volga cruise, his private special tours through the state rooms in Moscow Kremlin, and the EMN-conference midnight boat trip “night on the open canals” in St. Petersburg. On the other hand, in addition to the congresses and symposia in Moscow, there were always opportunities for joyful encounters and personal exchange in Germany, such as here in Munster or at the convention of GANS academy, most recently in Baden Baden and Hamburg to name a few.

Ineffable that all of this has now suddenly come to an end. Together with my wife Monika we pray for the soul of our deceased friend Sascha and we include his family in our blessings.

His beneficial work in his life and clinical-scientific work will remain unforgettable and I will gratefully keep an honorable memory of my friend Sascha as long as I live.
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